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THE CIRCUIT
B.WALLMAN

GENESI PROGETTUALE - PROJECT GENESIS

The park is a circuit. A circuit with a diameter of 365 meters, comparable to 365 days in a year. As the 

days keep coming, a visit to the circuit is always worthwhile.

Its shape results in a park as a footbridge, which is therefore also barrier-free. With a width of 10 me-

ters, the footbridge is not only a walking path, but also has space to linger.

The circle is on the tongue of the shore, in the center of the lake. Overlying the land, the footbridge is 

raised and provides space for the use of a refreshment area and a eventlocation for 200 person.

As a pedestrian on the promenade you are forced to walk through the circuit as it runs over the prome-

nade. As a jogger, you can compete with others on a 1.11 kilometer lap.

As a swimmer, you can use the closed center of the park and enjoy the proximity of the lake. 
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GENESI PROGETTUALE - PROJECT GENESIS
The park is a circuit. A circuit with a diameter of 365 meters, comparable to 365 days in a year. As the days keep coming, a
visit to the circuit is always worthwhile.
Its shape results in a park as a footbridge, which is therefore also barrier-free. With a width of 10 meters, the footbridge is
not only a walking path, but also has space to linger.
The circle is on the tongue of the shore, in the center of the lake. Overlying the land, the footbridge is raised and provides
space for the use of a refreshment area and a eventlocation for 200 person.
As a pedestrian on the promenade you are forced to walk through the circuit as it runs over the promenade.
As a jogger, you can compete with others on a 1.11 kilometer lap.
As a swimmer, you can use the closed center of the park and enjoy the proximity of the lake.

The park not only offers sports activities that we enjoy on land, but also sports activities related to water. It is also possible
to rent boats at the park and enjoy Lake Lugano in a different way than usual.
There are regional plants on the jetty itself, but aquatic plants such as reeds and water lilies can also be explored here.
The jetty itself is to be built on 昀氀oating pontoons, the construction on land is to be constructed as a wooden structure.

The facade to the land is kept closed and covered with a mesh so that the plants can cling to the building. The railings in the
necessary places will also be made of mesh.
The façade facing the lake is designed very openly so that visitors can enjoy the view of the lake and the park.
The park is a circuit, it allows all generations to visit it any day and for any activity imaginable.
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The park is a circuit. A circuit with a diameter of 365 meters, comparable to 365 days in a year. As the days keep coming, a
visit to the circuit is always worthwhile.
Its shape results in a park as a footbridge, which is therefore also barrier-free. With a width of 10 meters, the footbridge is
not only a walking path, but also has space to linger.
The circle is on the tongue of the shore, in the center of the lake. Overlying the land, the footbridge is raised and provides
space for the use of a refreshment area and a eventlocation for 200 person.
As a pedestrian on the promenade you are forced to walk through the circuit as it runs over the promenade.
As a jogger, you can compete with others on a 1.11 kilometer lap.
As a swimmer, you can use the closed center of the park and enjoy the proximity of the lake.

The park not only offers sports activities that we enjoy on land, but also sports activities related to water. It is also possible
to rent boats at the park and enjoy Lake Lugano in a different way than usual.
There are regional plants on the jetty itself, but aquatic plants such as reeds and water lilies can also be explored here.
The jetty itself is to be built on 昀氀oating pontoons, the construction on land is to be constructed as a wooden structure.

The facade to the land is kept closed and covered with a mesh so that the plants can cling to the building. The railings in the
necessary places will also be made of mesh.
The façade facing the lake is designed very openly so that visitors can enjoy the view of the lake and the park.
The park is a circuit, it allows all generations to visit it any day and for any activity imaginable.
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GENESI PROGETTUALE - PROJECT GENESIS
The park is a circuit. A circuit with a diameter of 365 meters, comparable to 365 days in a year. As the days keep coming, a
visit to the circuit is always worthwhile.
Its shape results in a park as a footbridge, which is therefore also barrier-free. With a width of 10 meters, the footbridge is
not only a walking path, but also has space to linger.
The circle is on the tongue of the shore, in the center of the lake. Overlying the land, the footbridge is raised and provides
space for the use of a refreshment area and a eventlocation for 200 person.
As a pedestrian on the promenade you are forced to walk through the circuit as it runs over the promenade.
As a jogger, you can compete with others on a 1.11 kilometer lap.
As a swimmer, you can use the closed center of the park and enjoy the proximity of the lake.

The park not only offers sports activities that we enjoy on land, but also sports activities related to water. It is also possible
to rent boats at the park and enjoy Lake Lugano in a different way than usual.
There are regional plants on the jetty itself, but aquatic plants such as reeds and water lilies can also be explored here.
The jetty itself is to be built on 昀氀oating pontoons, the construction on land is to be constructed as a wooden structure.

The facade to the land is kept closed and covered with a mesh so that the plants can cling to the building. The railings in the
necessary places will also be made of mesh.
The façade facing the lake is designed very openly so that visitors can enjoy the view of the lake and the park.
The park is a circuit, it allows all generations to visit it any day and for any activity imaginable.

The park not only o昀昀ers sports activities that we enjoy on land, but also sports activities related to wa-

ter. It is also possible to rent boats at the park and enjoy Lake Lugano in a di昀昀erent way than usual.
There are regional plants on the jetty itself, but aquatic plants such as reeds and water lilies can also be 

explored here.

The jetty itself is to be built on 昀氀oating pontoons, the construction on land is to be constructed as a wo-

oden structure.

The facade to the land is kept closed and covered with a mesh so that the plants can cling to the buil-

ding. The railings in the necessary places will also be made of mesh.

The façade facing the lake is designed very openly so that visitors can enjoy the view of the lake and the 

park.

The park is a circuit, it allows all generations to visit it any day and for any activity imaginable.


